RESOLUTION OF ENDORSEMENT

WHEREAS: Cabane Locale #________ has a Dame who has diligently served her Cabane Locale as (list Offices held)
And
WHEREAS: This Dame has served her Grande as (list Grande Offices held)
(If no Grande, omit this section)
WHEREAS: Cabane Nationale needs to maintain the highest standards of leadership and this Dame has already served as (list Nationale Offices held if any)

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That Cabane Locale #________ presents the name of ___________________________ as a Candidate for the high office of ___________________________ for the year________, with the knowledge that she is deserving, diligent and capable.

AND

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That this resolution be placed before the Grande Rendezvous (if Grande is organized) for its consideration, and if favorable that copies be sent to Cabane Nationale for consideration at Rendezvous Nationale.

Approved at a regular Rendezvous Locale duly assembled at __________________________
This ______________day of __________________________, ________
date    month    year

ATTESTED BY:  (SIGNATURE REQUIRED – NOT TYPED OR PRINTED)

La Correspondante Locale   La Presidente Locale

(Add this where Grandes are organized)

Approved at Grande de __________________________ Rendezvous duly assembled at __________________________
this ______________day of __________________________, ________
Location       date    month    year

ATTESTED BY:  (SIGNATURE REQUIRED – NOT TYPED OR PRINTED)

La Correspondante Locale   La Presidente Locale

************************************************************************************************
Note: ORIGINAL AND TWO COPIES MUST BE SENT TO CABANE NATIONALE

• Resolutions of Endorsement are for the CURRENT YEAR ONLY.
• If a Locale or Grande La Presidente or La Correspondante is being endorsed for a Nationale Elected Office, another current officer will need to sign in their place.
• Only one elected Nationale officer will be allowed from each Grande or State with the only exception being the Commissaire Intendante’s Grande/State may have one additional elected Nationale officer.
• All campaign material must include the word CANDIDATE
• All endorsements for Nationale Office must follow this Nationale Resolution form.